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Multiple Spin-Echo Magnetic

Resonance Imaging’

Spin-echo magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging detects a variety of pathologic
states with great sensitivity. A technique
for producing multiple spin-echo images
in multisection operation is presented.
This method of intensity-image acquisi-
tion is compared with retrospective in-
tensity-image synthesis from routine data
sets. Both yield long echo time (TE) im-
ages with similar image contrast and
comparable and often increased diagnos-
tic utility. Technical and clinical consid-
erations are addressed, including signal-
to-noise levels, flow effects, and patient
throughput.
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I MAGES produced by magnetic resonance (MR) spin-echo techniques
(1, 2) are useful in characterizing normal and diseased tissues.

Previous investigators (3, 4) have explored the utility of multiple
spin-echo imaging. Reported here is a versatile technique for pro-
ducing multiple spin-echo images with repeated 180#{176}madiofmequency

(RF) refocusing pulses in multisection operation for clinical exami-
nations.

Multisection spin-echo imaging by two-dimensional (2D) Fourier
transform techniques (4) takes advantage of the fact that the time for
magnetization recovery (Ti relaxation), typically 0.2-3.0 seconds (s)
for protons, is greater than the time of a multiple spin-echo pulse
sequence, which can range from 50 to 250 milliseconds (ms). During
the recovery period of one section, which is the repetition time (TR)
of the sequence, measurements from separate planar volumes in the
subject are made without affecting the magnetization of the adjacent
sections. This permits imaging of multiple sections without increasing
imaging time above that needed for imaging one section (5).

Given the large number of possible echo times (TE) and echoes
produced, theme are a nearly infinite number of multiple-echo
imaging techniques. However, trade-offs between the number of
sections, number of echoes, and imaging time directly affect the
clinical utility of any chosen technique. For example, 20 contiguous
sections with two echoes at TE 28 and 56 ms can be acquired in our
imagen in 17.1 minutes, while a maximum of iO sections of multiple
echoes up to 200 ms can be acquired in the same time with all other
factors being equal (i.e., resolution, number of projections, and
number of signal averages).

An alternative method for obtaining intensity images at late echo
times is retrospective computer image processing of two spin-echo
images with identical repetition times (TR) (6). Assuming that in the
range where measured T2 decay is characterized by a single com-
partment model (monoexponential decay) in each image voxel, the
two images are points on a T2 decay curve and can be used to ex-
trapolate image intensity to earlier or later times. We compared the
acquired spin-echo images with extrapolated spin-echo images, each
at the same TR-TE combination, to study the additional T2 infomma-
tion produced by long TE imaging. The data base for this comparison
was derived from clinical/pathologic conditions of the human brain,
including infarction, primary and metastatic tumor, multiple sclerosis,
and infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The multiple spin-echo pulse sequence was developed and employed on

a Diasonics MT/S imager operating at 0.35 T. In these experiments a series

of five consecutive i80#{176}RF pulses produced five spin-echo images at echo

times of either 28, 56, 100, 150, and 200 ms, or 40, 80, 120, i60, and 200 rns.
These five echo images were acquired on six contiguous sections (7.5 mm
thick) using a selective volume RF irradiation technique. The RF pulses are

applied with a frequency offset in the presence of a magnetic field gradient,

resulting in spatially selective irradiations along the axis of the section se-

lection gradient. This allows sections to undergo magnetization relaxation

while other sections are being excited (4). A modified Carr-Purcell-Mei-



Figure 1

TE(MS)

TABLE I: Contrast Evaluation

TE

Center vs. Edema Edema vs. Normal

C L�C CISC C i�C C/SC

Acquired (TR 2.5 s)
28 0.213 0.093 2.29 0.569 0.102 5.57
56 0.387 0.156 2.48 0.992 0.188 5.27

100 0.8i2 0.251 3.23 1.56 0.266 5.86
150 1.39 0.500 2.78 3.78 i.26 3.00
200 1.64 0.604 2.71 4.68 1.58 2.96

Calculated (TR = 2.5 s)
From 28/56

100 0.705 0.324 2.17 1.89 0.459 4.11
150 1.14 0.616 1.85 3.43 1.05 3.26
200 1.68 1.05 1.60 5.71 2.ii 2.70

From 28/100
150 1.38 0.489 2.82 2.59 0.567 4.56
200 2.12 0.863 2.45 4.02 1.09 3.68

From 28/i50
200 2.15 0.846 2.54 6.47 2.64 2.45

From 56/100
150 1.43 0.590 2.42 2.39 0.659 3.62
200 2.23 1.17 1.90 3.45 1.35 2.55

Note-Contrast (C), standard error (tiC), and detection confidence (CI z�C) are compared for a patient with
metastatic tumor (images seen in Fig. 2). Acquired images and images calculated from pairs of acquired images
are evaluated for three regions. Contrast between the central tumor nidus and the edema, as well as between

the edema and normal surrounding tissue, remains comparable when calculated images are compared with
acquired images. While absolute contrast increases for longer TE times, detection confidence actually peaks
at TE 100 ms and falls thereafter.

TABLE II: Contrast Evaluation

TE

Center vs. Edema Edema vs. Norma!

C i�C C/E�C C �C C/iNC

Acquired (TR 2 s)
40 0.192 0.073 2.63 0.514 0.139 3.69
80 0.378 0.102 3.70 0.884 0.192 4.60

120 0.636 0.188 3.38 1.61 0.361 4.46
160 0.706 0.202 3.49 2.24 0.488 4.59
200 1.24 0.450 2.75 3.44 1.16 2.96

Calculated (TR = 2 s)
From 40/80

120 0.594 0.189 3.i4 1.34 0.345 3.88
160 0.843 0.320 2.63 1.91 0.603 3.i6
200 1.13 0.494 2.28 2.61 0.980 2.66

From 40/120
160 0.915 0.301 3.04 2.42 0.657 3.68
200 i.24 0.451 2.74 3.47 1.12 3.09

From 40/160
200 0.923 0.282 3.27 3.17 0.807 3.92

From 80/120
160 0.937 0.345 2.71 2.59 0.829 3.12
200 1.29 0.565 2.29 3.89 1.69 2.30

Note-Contrast (C), standard error (SC), and detection confidence (C/tIC) are compared for a patient with
infarction (images seen in Fig. 4). As before, contrast improves comparably for both acquired and calculated
images as TE increases. Because of the increasing noise in both types of longer TE images, however, detection

confidence actually peaks at TE = 100 ms and falls thereafter.
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boom-Gil! (7) pulse sequence was used to
alternate the phase of the RF pulse and to
correct for possible accumulated errors in
the 180#{176}nutation. Intensity images were
made by 2D Fourier transform (8) of the
acquired data, with in-plane resolution of
1.7 X 1.7 mm.

In general, the total data acquisition time
(t) of one multisection imaging sequence is
the product of the TR time, the number of
averages or repeated acquisitions of the data
(n), and the number of lines in the image
(N): I = (TR) (n) (N). The number of sec-
tions (S) obtained in any one sequence is

given by S = TR/(TEe + Td), where TE, is

the echo time of the longest echo acquired

and Td �5 a delay time necessitated by cer-
tam instrument parameters. Td incorporates

delays to allow gradients to return to zero
as well as to permit further magnetization
decay from the sample volume selected.
Certain imaging sequences may be more
taxing on gradient power supply capabi!i-
ties, and delays may need to be added to

keep their duty cycle within reasonable
limits. With increasing TR, more sections

and/or more echoes can be acquired, pos-
sibly exceeding the ability of computer

hardware or software to manage the data.
In this experiment, six adjacent sections

were acquired, each with five spin echoes,
TR = 1.5-2.5 s, TEe 200 ms, n 4, and N
i28. With these values of TR and TE,, the

maximum possible number of sections that
could be imaged (assuming negligible Td)

ranged from seven to i2. Because of soft-
ware constraints, only six sections and a
total of 30 images were obtained. Twenty
patients with suspected intracranial pa-
thology were imaged using the procedure

described above, and 14 of the 20 were also
imaged with our routine two-spin-echo
sequence, TR = 0.5 and 2.0 s and TE 28

and 56 ms. Diagnoses were confirmed with

other imaging modalities as well as with
histopathologic and clinical methods. By
means of four different pairs of earlier
echoes from the acquired five-echo inten-
sity image data (echoes 1 and 2, i and 3, 1
and 4, and 2 and 3) and existing computa-
tional techniques (6), new intensity images
were synthesized at anatomic planes of in-
terest at TE times later than those actually
used. Two of the researchers (C.M.M., J.P.P.)

evaluated all images for quality, diagnostic
utility, and increased specificity. To analyze

changes in contrast between acquired and

synthesized multiecho images, we sampled

mean and standard deviation of the abso-
lute intensity in areas of edema, normal
surrounding tissue, and, where applicable,

central areas of lesions. Contrast (C) was

determined from C (L - B)/B, where L
and B are the mean intensity values of the
lesion and its background, respectively. The

standard error �C was determined from

�J[(�L/B)2 + (L X �B/B2)2], where �L and

L�.B represent the standard deviations of the
measured values L and B.

ANALYSIS

The noise in the calculated image is di-
rectly proportional to the noise level in the

acquired image data.3 Noise in MR images

3 Recent software and hardware changes have
increased our image S/N ratios by 140%.

is largely due to random currents in con-
ductive tissue and electronic noise in the RF
receiver components of the imaging system.
The noise level in computer-generated
images is proportional to the noise in the
acquired images determined by the propa-
gation of errors (9). In Figure 1 we compare
the effects on signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of
calculations of new echoes from an acquired
pair, TE = 28 and 56 ms. The results are
shown as the ratio of S/N in the calculated
image to S/N in the acquired image. At the
two TE values actually used for the acquired

images, the calculated and acquired images
are identical. At points between the two
values, the S/N ratio improves because of
data averaging in the two acquired echoes.
Earlier calculated echoes have lower S/N

ratios. An interesting effect is noted for late
calculated echoes: the S/N ratio first de-
creases and then increases compared with

the S/N ratio of the acquired images, the
increase occurring sooner for tissues with

Ratio of S/N for calculated to S/N for acquired

images for echoes calculated at different TE

values (horizontal axis), starting with an echo

pair at 28 and 56 ms (vertical arrows along TE

axis). Results are shown for four T2 values that

encompass the range of interest.



Letastatic melanoma. (a) TR 2.5 s, TE 28 ms; (b) TR 2.5 s, TE 56 ms; (c) TR 2.5 s, TE

I’00 ms; (d) TR = 2.5 5, TE = 150 ms: (e) TR 2.5 s, TE 200 ms; (f) integral; (g) average. Longer

cho times accentuate contrast between the left frontal lobe metastasis and the adjacent edema.

ntegral and average images improve S/N ratio and overall contrast compared with any one

j�cho.

RESULTS

Representative images are shown in

Figures 2-6, and data on contrast cal-

culations are in TABLES I and II. Intra-

Figure 2
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smaller T2 values. This is because a late echo
has little signal and a constant noise level

for short T2. The TE = 28 and 56 ms images

have stronger signals and the same level of
..--, resulting in much higher S/N ratios.

ring calculation, there is a point along

e TE axis where the decrease in the S/N

“,‘ introduced by the calculation is less

--- the decrease in the S/N ratio intro-

uced by T2 decay. Consequently, for T2

5 ms (near muscle), calculated late echoes

are always better than acquired ones. For T2
= 50 ms (near brain), this crossover occurs

_t 120 ms. For pathologic tissues or cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF), the crossover is much

later. The effect, therefore, of calculations
-C late echoes on confidence (the ratio of

contrast to its standard error) should be
minimal, since normal tissues will have

better S/N ratios in the calculated images

than in the acquired images, and the

pathologic tissues will have lower S/N ra-

tios. When the two are summed to obtain

�C, one term should partially compensate
for the other, leading to comparable C/ i.�C

values in acquired and calculated late
echoes.



Figure 3

a. b.

Glioblastoma multiforme. (a) TR 1.5 s, TE = 40 ms; (b) TR 1.5 s, TE 80 ms; (c) TR 1.5s,

TE = 160 ms; (d) TR = 1.5, TE = i60 ms, calculated from 40 and 80 ms images. The glioblastoma

is more sharply marginated from the contiguous brain when the echo delay is prolonged. The

calculated and the acquired images contain diagnostically equivalent information; however,

the S/N ratio is lower in calculated images from tissues with longer T2 values.
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cranial lesions were always detected

using our standard TR = 2 s sequence,

with two echoes at relatively short TE

times of 28 and 56 ms. With the five-

echo multisection sequence, lesions

were equally well detected using ear-

lien echoes of TE 40 and 80 ms. In

brain pathology where T2 is typically

prolonged because of edema, echoes at

longer TE times of up to 200 ms yielded

increased contrast between lesions and

their background, but poorer quality

images resulted because of the de-

creased S/N ratio and the unclean dis-

tinction between gray and white mat-

ten. In patients with multicompant-
mental lesions, such as tumors, later

echoes aided in the differentiation

between tumor tissue and areas of

edema (Fig. 2). Periventricular lesions,

such as those in several of the patients

with multiple sclerosis (Fig. 5), were

often better imaged at intermediate or

short TE times, because the relative
intensity in CSF increases with TE and

can efface the boundary between per-

iventriculam plaques and the ventmicu-

lam system.

To retain the good anatomic mesolu-

tion and S/N ratio of a short TE image

while incorporating the excellent

contrast between a lesion and its

background seen in a long TE image,

two approaches are possible (10). Uti-

lizing a T2 map and a free induction

decay (FID) image, both of which can

be generated from early echoes taken

from the multiecho image data, an in-

tegral image may be created (Fig. 2f).

This image, a numerical product of the

TE = 0 FID image and the T2 map,

provides improved S/N ratio and

overall contrast compared with any

one late echo. Derived from the equa-

tion S(integral) S(0) f�’ exp - (TE/

T2)d(TE) = S(0) X T2 (where S[0] is the

signal at TE 0), this integral image

can be considered mathematically as an

average of all possible TE times from

zero to infinity. An even simpler
method of postpmocessing the multiple

echoes involves simple numerical av-

emaging of acquired echoes (Fig. 2g),

which also provides improved S/N

ratios. Both methods suffer from a

slight loss of T2 information but may

offer more optimal information while

reducing the number of echoes to be

evaluated.

Since the acquisition of later echoes

reduces the number of section images

that may be obtained during any one
multiecho multisection sequence, the

possibility of calculating new intensity

images from pairs of earlier echoes was

explored. The resulting synthesized

images are seen in Figures 3, 4, and 6.

Note that the overall image quality is

good, with only a slight apparent in-

crease in noise. The contrast between

the lesion and background healthy

tissue remains essentially unchanged

when the standard error z�C is taken

into account (TABLES I and II). The

overall lesion detection confidence

(C/z�C) also remains comparable be-

tween acquired late TE images and

those synthesized from earlier

echoes.

While T2 relaxation has a predictable

effect on later echoes, the movement of

nuclei in a uniform direction (i.e., flow)

has an entirely different effect on the

image intensity. In the presence of

pulsed magnetic field gradients, nuclei

that flow in the direction of the gradi-

ent produce relatively low signal in-

tensity in the first echo image because

of defocusing but produce somewhat

higher signal intensity in the second

echo image when the signal is partially

refocused (ii). Thus, using a first and

second echo for calculation purposes,

the T2 values are artifactually raised

(and often become negative) in the

pixels that contain vessels. The ex-

trapolation to later TE values then re-

suits in very high intensity values for

vessels (Fig. 6). If the nuclei flow out of

the image section after excitation but

before echo acquisition, the intensity

will be low in all echoes, which occurs

with rapid arterial flow. In a non-can-

diac-gated multisection sequence,

however, signals are randomly ac-

quimed during both systole and dias-

tole. During diastole, arterial velocities

are slower, causing second-echo mefo-

cusing and flow artifact in the presence

of relatively high pulsatile flow ye-

locity. These flow effects are commonly

seen in vascular structure images when

new spin-echo images are synthe-

sized.

DISCUSSION

MR imaging has already proved it-

self sensitive in detecting pathologic

conditions. Our routine screening se-

quence for intracranial pathology (12)

utilizes long TR spin-echo imaging,

usually at TR 2 s, with echoes at 28

and 56 ms. Once a lesion is detected,

however, it is often difficult to char-

actemize it fully with routine imaging

data alone. We have found that certain

images at carefully chosen, longer TE

times may be useful for further lesion

evaluation. The ability to obtain these

images has been most useful for tumors

and certain types of infarction. Longer



C. a.

Middle cerebral artery infarct with hemorrhage. (a) TR 1.5 s, TE 40 ms; (b) TR 1.5 s, TE

= 80 ms; (c) TR = 1.5 s, TE 200 ms; (d) calculated TR 1.5 s, TE 200 ms. Short echo times have

better gray-white contrast, which decreases at longer echo delays. However, the infarct is better

defined in both calculated and acquired images that have longer echo delays.

Figure 5
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Multiple sclerosis. (a) TR 2.0 s, TE 40 ms; (b) TR 2.0 s, TE = 160 ms. Multifocal peniven-

tnicular plaques are clearly defined at relatively short echo times. However, their margins are

assimilated by the adjacent CSF and are difficult to distinguish in images obtained at long echo

times.

echoes, however, may obscure the

correct diagnosis, as in patients with

pemiventniculam lesions (e.g., multiple

sclerosis) where the augmented in-

tensity of CSF may obscure the inter-

face between lesion and ventricle.

We can obtain multiple spin-echo

images prospectively, which has the

advantage of better S/N ratios than

does retrospective intensity image

synthesis. This is done, however, at the

price of decreased throughput. We

obtained only six contiguous sections,

each with five echoes widely spaced in

time, in the same imaging time it takes
to obtain our routine 20 sections, each

with two relatively short echoes, from

which longer TE images may be ex-

trapolated.

The comparison of calculated to ac-

quimed long TE intensity images shows

a remarkable similarity in image con-

trast predicted by an exponential

model of tissue intensity changes.

Calculations of contrast between le-

sions and their backgrounds, and the

determination of detection confidence

(measured by C/ L�C and shown in the

tables) confirm the subjective impres-

sion noted on analysis of multiple ex-

aminations. The decrease in confidence

of calculated images follows S/N ratio

changes as predicted by calculations
from pairs of echoes (Fig. 1). It shows

that the confidence in the acquired

data, and subsequently in the calcu-

lated images derived from these data,

depends highly on TE. By selecting two

relatively short TE times, as we have

done, the relative S/N ratio in tissues

with shorten T2 in each resultant image

is higher, and extrapolated images will

be more accurate and less noisy. In ad-

dition, retrospective calculation offers

more flexibility in the choice of TE

values. With longer TE times during

data acquisition, the number of sec-

tions that can be obtained during any

multisection sequence will decrease,

further reducing clinical utility.

Intravascular blood flow will be
visualized on calculated intensity im-

ages in a manner different from that on

acquired images. This flow artifact

yields a striking increase in intensity in

these regions, with greater contrast

between regions of flow and adjacent
immobile tissues in calculated images

than seen in acquired images at the

same TE. This effect may be useful in

highlighting venous and arterial

structures that may be less well seen on

conventional multisection imaging.

Other considerations of molecular

diffusion with respect to multiecho

imaging are addressed in the Ap-

pendix.

In summary, we evaluated acquired

spin-echo images in a multiecho, mul-

tisection mode using 2D Fourier



a. b.

Astrocytoma. (a) TR 2.5 s, TE 28 ms; (b) TR 2.5 s, TE 56 ms; (c) TR 2.5 s, TE 150 ms;

(d) calculated, TR = 2.5 5, TE I 50 ms. Vascular structures have low signal intensity in the ac-

quired images. Calculated images show vascular structures as high intensity (arrows).
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Figure 6

transform techniques, and we explored

the utility of synthetic long TE images

as an alternative. Both have clinical

utility in the analysis and detection of

pathologic entities, and both have

disadvantages with respect to clinical

throughput and S/N ratio consider-

ations. In practice, it may be more ex-

peditious to screen patients with a

routine, long TR two-echo sequence,

and either add a multiecho sequence or

perform retrospective image analysis

and synthesis when more information

is needed to diagnose complex patho-

logic conditions.

APPENDIX

As demonstrated by Carr and Purcell (1),

signal loss during long TE because of mo-

lecular diffusion in static magnetic field
heterogeneities can be reduced with a
shorter time between consecutive 180#{176}re-

focusing pulses. This is accomplished by
increasing the number of echoes in the
pulse sequence out to the long TE. This re-

duced diffusion effect on signal magnitude
depends on the time between RF pulses and

is identical in both the acquired late-echo

image and the synthetic late-echo image

given a constant change in TE between
successive images. A single echo (2) at the

same long TE will have a much greater time

between RF pulses and an apparent shorter
spin-spin relaxation time (tissue T2). In all

the above cases, the additional effects of

magnetic gradient calibration, body motion,

and RF heterogeneity may reduce signal
magnitude and image intensity more than

they reduce diffusion.

In addition to background static magnetic
field heterogeneities, relatively strong

magnetic gradient pulses are present during
the 180#{176}RF pulses for defining section

thickness. Because of diffusion, these gra-

dient pulses cause further apparent short-

ening of tissue T2. This is not like imaging

a single section with multiple echoes (3),

which does not require these gradient
pulses, and consequently the effect of dif-

fusion is less than in multisection

imaging.

David A. Feinbeng, Ph.D.
University of California, San Francisco

Radiologic Imaging Laboratory
400 Grandview Drive
South San Francisco, California 94080
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